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Do we live immersed in 
fantastic numbers? 



=$171 a ton on average at a 2 
percent discount rate”

“social cost of carbon: 

=$56 a ton on average at a 3 
percent discount rate



Averaged till year 2300

Feeds into policy design



We have perhaps reached a complex 
epistemic state, where on the one hand 
‘everybody knows’ that some numbers are 
pseudo-precise and that numbers can be 
gamed, while the game works only 
because most people don’t know about it

Jerome R. Ravetz



How did we get there?



Were quantification and 
visualization the engine 
inside the engine of western 
success and domination? 



Descartes method, 
algebra and  geometry, 
were “so fruitful, 
extending to all of 
mathematics and to 
science in general, that it 
would not be a mistake 
to call our age and all its 
scientific aspirations 
Cartesian.” p. 260



Quantification as a key 
element of the Cartesian 
Dream

Guimarães Pereira, Â, and 
Funtowicz, S, Eds, 2015, 
The end of the Cartesian 
dream, Routledge.



Many voices of 
alarm as to misuse 
of quantification



And an explosion of works, from 
within and without, from many 

disciplines 



a flood of disciplinary 
work …  

Sociology of quantification: 

… to the effect that 
quantifying has 
consequences
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27, no. 4/5, pp. 246–259, 2000.
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P. Romer, “Mathiness in the Theory of Economic Growth,” Am. Econ. Rev., vol. 105, no. 5, pp. 89–93, May 2015.
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Dangers of mathematization of economics

Wolfgang Drechsler       Erik S. Reinert             Paul Romer            Philip Mirowski   





Statistical and 
mathematical  

modelling



Statistical wars?

Statistics in the 
wake of the 

reproducibility 
crisis



Unlike statistics, mathematical modelling is not a discipline…





3 modellers Lo Piano, Puy, Saltelli

2 experts models  and 
society Pielke, van der Sluijs

3 statisticians Mayo, Stark, Portaluri

2 statactivistes Bruno, Didier

2 economists Kay, Raynert

1 epidemiologist Vineis

2 sociologists of quantification 
Espeland, Porter

3 STS scholars Bammer, Sarewitz, Stirling

1 philosopher Ravetz

1 historian Charters

1 political scientists Di Fiore

1 expert RRI - Open Science Rafols





Results confirmed by more recent work (June 2022)





… our world is structured by 
numbers, visible and invisible, 
where truth is conveyed and 
reality constructed 

Numbers are seductive, 
performative, confer to their 
masters epistemic power and 
legitimacy 



Governing the modern state, or even 
contesting it, without numbers is 
impossible

Numbers are the prevalent means to 
express value in our societies … 
Access  & production of numbers 
reflect and reinforce power imbalances



Numbers capture our 
attention; they illuminate the 
part of reality which is being 
numerified, and push back 
those parts that come without 
numbers



Numbers are too close to us, they 
have become part of the very lens 
through which we attend to and 
comprehend the world. 

Source: 123RF



Scope for harm from ‘wrong numbers’: 

- Medical research
- Higher education 
- …



Scope for harm from ‘wrong numbers’: 

- …
- Finance
- Numbers from international 

organizations (The World Bank, 
OECD…)



‘Trendy’ methods may also harm 

- Randomized control trials) may be misused to suggest more 
general conclusions that may not be valid 

- Statistical/econometric techniques that can be designed in ways 
that promote particular policy conclusions reflecting researchers’ 
biases



Numbers and 
democracy

(or a-democracy?)



Evidence based 

policy

Statistics (creating 

things that hold 

together for the 

solution of practical 

problems)

Policy based 

evidence

Governance driven 

quantification (a 

reversal of the 

statistical pyramid)

CHAPTER 12, “La donnée n’est pas un 
donné”: Statistics, Quantification and 
Democratic Choice, Robert Salais



Existing initiatives 
looking at  

quantification  



… the potential of 
numbers to inflict harm is 
on par or superior to 
those of biotechnologies



… then how about an 
observatory for visible 
and invisible numbers ?

Source: Tor Freeman, http://tormalore.blogspot.com/



The End
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